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Overview 
Our sponsor presented us with the project of designing and constructing a 
handicap accessible ramp at Centre House, the local homeless shelter.  The 
redesign plan was supposed to interface with the proposed green space, whose 
concept was designed by Penn State landscape architects. 
 
Objectives 
Our team utilized each other (teamwork) as well as local experts in the design/construction field 
throughout the semester. Group members with AutoCAD experience focused on generating drawings, 
others had with project management experience focussed on negotiating with vendors for materials.  A 
local project manager and architect graciously volunteered their time to help us complete our project. 
 
Approach 
• Consulted initial plans set forth by landscape architects 

o Based concept generation on these plans and customer needs 
o Developed two main concept types 

 Pressure treated lumber/composite decking design 
 Heated concrete slab built up by a cement block retaining wall and Trex railing 

o Sponsor ultimately chose heated slab design for its ice melting power reducing legal risks of 
slipping and longevity of ramp life 

• With this design, the team met with local professionals to guide design 
o Andrew Maguire (Project Manager), Dan Willis (Architect), Ned Liggett (Plans Examiner) 

• After code issues were specified, the team began developing AutoCAD drawings for submission to 
gain permit approval 

• Code Administration required a revision to plans and required us to file for a zoning permit as well 
• Once zoning and building permits were acquired, focus was set on final material procurement 
• Negotiated with vendors to get the best possible pricing, saving HTI tremendous amounts of 

money, as well as greatly benefitting from the NSF grant 
o Lowe’s: acquired most of our materials at/near their cost after negotiations 
o Warmly Yours: acquired the heating system for nearly 35% off after negotiations 
o Metals Depot: ordered new handrail at a reasonable cost with free shipping after negotiations 

• Weekly meetings with the sponsor team and negotiations with to vendors to ensure a quality and 
cost efficient product for HTI. 

 
Outcomes 
• Team had spent over 235 hours in design 

efforts and material acquisition 
• Efforts saved HTI $5,600 in material cost due 

to NSF grant, not including an additional 
savings of $2,100 due to negotiation by team 

• HTI is getting a ramp that was originally out of 
their price range (roughly $40,000) for less 
than half the cost 


